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not the United States."
building
several free-standing major lecture
halls- as opposed to confinlng the
facilities to a single building- he
With Loyola's Student Bar
created
an almost Roman city-square
Association President
atmosphere. The end result is that
"people like the school [atmosphere]
When the tall, lanky frame
and like- hanging out here. "
appears at the doorway of The
To prove just how much
Loyola Reporter, it's approximately
people
do
like to utilize the campus,
40 minutes after the interview was
Nathan
notes
a very interesting
to begin.
And judging from the .
statistic.
It
seems
one of the criteria
hurried,
exasperated
look
on
the ABA uses when reviewing law
Nathan's face, he's probably been
schools for accreditation is whether
running allover campus trying to
there is adequate library seating
keep everything under control' as
proportionate to the size of the
usual.
This second day of
student body. - "In available library
orientation week had not been easy,
seating,
Loyola ranks 165th out of
as he faced a restless throng of
168
schools,"
Nathan says, "butI've
incoming students, in addition, to
never
had
any
problem --fmding a
countless questions and complaints
place- in the, library, have you'?"
from
student'
organization
Nathan would also like to
representatives,
who had earlier
, see more done by the students to
converged on the Oak Tree Quad to
continue
to improve -Loyola's
recruit fresh blood.
academic
standards.
"It's up to the
But despite it all, this selfstudent
groups
to
participate
in,
proclaimed "Jew from Alabama"
faculty interviews: Last year I was
remains virtually unscathed, and is
a student rep and I reported my
hardly dissuaded from his approach
findings
to [a faculty committeel."
to student government, which he
appears. to handle with a, careful . If anyone can continue to foster
students' interest in taking that kind ,
determinism
reminiscent
of the
of
ownership in the school, it may
young James .Stewart he loosely
very
well be Nathan. Nonetheless,
resembles. And he and the rest of
he realizes that student government
the SBA have had a busy summer,
can . still
be
a
little
bit
meeting five times to accomplish an
overwhelmingbeing
president
is
historic
firsta preliminary
much
different
from
his
last
.budgeting round allowing student
managerial stint as co-manager of
organizations to obtain certain funds
the Kosher Dining Hall at John
earlier than in the past in order to
Hopkins University. However,he
finance events occurring early in the
notes that there he helped upgrade
fall semester. '
the staff there from eight members
Nathan is proud of his team,
to thirty-five.
claiming "anyone
of them, would
If .he had to sum up one
have made a great president." Also
thing being SBA President stands
on the their agenda for the year is
for, this "Jew from Alabama" says
implementing three themes: "That
he
recognizes the importance of
we're the premiere law school in
making
people feel comfortable and
Los Angeles, that we're fun, and
, "at home." "It starts one group at a
that
we
have
a sense
of
time , and it starts with the SBA
community. "
learning to trust and cooperate
And just how did the SBA
with one another." . .
arrive at the conclusion that these
are appropriate themes for the year
that reflect the values of the
A Note to First Year
campus? Nathan, for one, has done
Students
.his homework. He cites the changes
By
Tom Larmore
.
that occurred at Loyola beginning in
the mid 1980's- in both the physical
Congratulations,
first
property and the student body- as
years! You are now in law
largely responsible for where the
school, and your life will never
campus is at today. Frank Gehry's
redesign of the campus created "the
be the same.
most unique and unconventional law
When you chose Loyola,
school campus on the West Coast, if
you chose well. Loyola Law .

MR. SMITH GOES TO
LOYOLA: An Interview

.

School is not just a place to
attend classes. Loyola is a
close-knit community of people
who really care about each
other. Y ou will be surprised at
how fast you will get to know
the one hundred strangers in
your section. Your classmates
will share with you the joys and
miseries of law school. You
will drink coffee with them,
study with them, and discuss
politics, religion, sports, and
the meaning of the universe
with them. You will form
friendships that last a lifetime.
Also, you 'will find thatyour perspective is rapidly
changing as your education
proceeds. Your professors are
not merely' teaching you the
law . They are teaching you to
"think like a lawyer."
But as you gain in
knowledge, try to avoid the
negative traits often associated
with
law school education:
aggressiveness,
rudeness, and
over-competiveness.
Remember
that law school teaches you
many things, but it will not
teach you how to be a decent
person.

a

-

You will be hit with a
-lot of information, which you
must absorb very quickly.
Expect to study sixty to seventy
hours a week at first. You will
need to do this to survive, much
less get good grades. During
first semester, do your case
briefs religiously. If you do not,
you will not really know what it
is you're supposed to be
learning. Start your outlines no

fourth

later dian
week, andwork on them whenever you
can. You will not really know
the material until you have
- outlined it completely.
Finally, remember to
take time to have some fun.

Seminar Looks At The
Downside To Law
By College Press Service
.
Wilmington, Del: - A
course at the Widener University
College of Law is designed to
teach law students -how to avoid
the perils of a legal practice
outside the courtroom or office.
,
Nearly one-third of the
nation's attorneys suffer from
depression, alcohol or drug abuse.
The class, "mastering the Nonlegal Challenges of Practicing
Law," will be offered for the fall
term. This course doesn't deal
with how to handle computers or
find parking spaces, but delves into
the reality that many lawyers don't.
like the profession and how they
don't know how to deal with the
stress.
"It appears a very large
portion of lawyers are either very
dissatisfied with their careers,
suffer from some form of mental
illness, or have become problem
drinkers," said Amiram Elwork,
director of the law-psychology
graduate program at Widener
University in Chester, Pa.
Elwork, who will teach the
course at Widener's law school in
Wilmington, Del., will prepare
students for the personal challenges
that lawyers now face.
Studies show that lawyers
are more likely to suffer from
depression than other ocupational
groups in the United States.
Billable hour expectations have
nearly doubled in the past .15
years, to about 2,000 to 2,500
hours a year. The number of
attorneys in the nation are expected
to be around 1 million by 2000, '
creating more competition in the
already crowded field.
"Today's lawyers work in
conditions that are remarkably
similar to the 'sweat shops' bluecollar workers endured several
generations ago," Elwork said.
"Many law firms have one central
motive that overshadows all
others - namely, profit".
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The one incredible facet
of working this summer as a
professional ice skater in Italy is
that performing like this has
never really felt like work
because I was doing something I
love to do. I hope that' working
in the field of law will offer me
a similar luxury.

toward the big guy who'd beaten
me, said out the side of my
mouth "Ya see him? He's the
toughest guy in here, a real badass."
laughed with every crash
in the alley, enjoying
last
moments of brutish solitude,
ready to let law school finally
tame me, hoping the new Mayor
would someday regret winning
that election ...

Second Place Winner

Third Place Winner

Experiments In Losing
By R.J. Comer

My Train Adventures Through

First Year Contest Winners

Congratulations go out to Dawn
Goldstein, R.J. Comer, and
Lamdien Le, the threefinalists in
our "It Happened Before Law
School" contest for first year
students. Our first place winner
will receive a $50.00 gift
certificate redeemable at the
campus bookstore, our second
place winner will receive a
week's wortb of lunches at the
cafeteria and our third place
winner will receive a two month
subscription to the Daily Journal
newspaper. Thanks to these first
years who took time out to share
their creative talent with us.

First Prize Winner:
Summer of 1993
By Dawn Goldstein
It was my final quarter at
-UCLA and I was looking
forward
to
marching
at
graduation. Suddenly, six weeks
before that day, one phone call
completely changed my plans
when an elite producer offered
my brother and I the starring
roles in a professional ice show
in northern Italy. I had been an
Olympic level pair skater .for
many years,
competiiig
and
medaling
in many Olympic
Festivals,
and national
and
international competitions; thus,.
I had considered my skating
career
as
being
extremely
successful
and
complete.
However, after lengthy contract
negotiations, this offer ended up
being
so
attractive
and
prestigious that - we could not
refuse.
The venue of the skating
show was at a water park on
Lake Garda, midway betweenMilan and Venice. The producer
provided us with a house on the
lake,
a
motorino,
full
transportation to and from Italy,
and a very generous salary. It
was an incredible opportunity to
star in a show; see Italy, learn
the language and assimilate into
the Italian culture.
We were contracted as the
star pair team for three shows
daily. Two performances were
dramatic Romeo and Juliet type
productions, while the third was
a calypso Caribbean variety. All
of the storylines were narrated
solely in Italian. Although the
summer before, we worked a
similar job at Sea World of
Texas in the ice extravaganza,
this was an entirely different
experience.
This summer I learned a
great deal about myself, others,
and this foreign culture. When I
unfortunately broke a bone in my
foot, and was unable to skate for
three weeks, I gained a serious
respect for the superior medical
capabilities available to athletes
in the U.S.!

Europe
By Lamdien Le

expected
to
spend
Summer consulting on the Los
My
Summer
'93
Angeles
mayoral
transition
European train tour commenced
team. . . reasonable expectation,
in Germany.
I stayed over in.
except we lost the election.i. a
such great industrial cities as
sore loser, in a primal' funk ...
Frankfurt, Hamburg and Munich.
no money to travel.,; decided to . While these cities were each
experiment in myoid,
sordid
unique, I was most impressed
haunts. . . bid farewell to those
with Berlin, being a city of
prodigal dysfunctions ...
constant change (i.e., visions of
watching ice melt into
the past as well as progress
whiskey, barflies and prostitutes,
toward the future).
All -that
a bar not far from the Madison
remains of "the wall" is a small
Hetel, .. flicking roaches away
memorial
stretch.
The
from pretzels, guy a few stools
Brandenburg Gate might be the
down bellowed ...
most notable landmark of Berlin,
but the most popular sights- for
"I'm gonna buy you a
American tourists have to be
drink and then I'm gonna kick
. your ass!"
Checkpoint Charlie and the Hard
- Rock Cafe.
crowd .stepped
away,
afraid we might spill their
My next destination was
Salzburg,
Austria.
The
drinks. . .
seen him before,
landscape was just as I pictured it
bigger than I, about fifteen years
from "the Sound of Music",
older.,;
no tattoos, probably
Nothing
can
beat
eating
.unarmed, unlikely he'd done
time ...
Mozartkugen
(chocolates) and
listening to Mozart's music in the
barkeep, immense redcity of his birth.
faced guy, blonde crew cut, scar
tissue around his eyes, stepped
.
I
eager to move on to
up ...
Italy where the weather was
much more .sunny.
_Visiting
"No, I'm serious! He's
been in here the last three nights,
Venice was an adventure in
never says nothin' to nobody,
itself; having only the option of
now I'm gonna buy him a drink
traveling on foot or via the
and kick his ass!" guy shoots a
canals.
I graciously left with
finger at me ...
free souvenirs--mosquito bites!
never been very social,
With very little time in
that's true...
figured this was
Florence,
my only memories
more a territorial thing, had to
were being accosted and almost
know who's tougher, kept things
robbed by some gypsy children
orderly. . . reckoned I'd do some
and then hiking up a hill, in 100
experimenting ...
degree heat,
Just for a city
"Barkeep. Make it a shot
view.
and a beer... on him." take the
challenge ...
"You guys keep it outside
and no charging in here if the
cops come." Barkeep sounded
like a ref in a ring...
ironic,
hadn't fought in a ring for eleven
years. .. crowd got interested ...
pounded the shot, ignored
the beer... went outside, crowd
following, let the bigger. man
beat the bejeebers out of me ...
.telegraphed every punch, landed
a few, made it look good, went
down before I had to... lover
was pissed ...
afterwards, could drink
there in peace...
even became
more sociable. . .
few weeks
later, two tough guys came in,
trouble
bristling
like
knucklehair...
tilted my glass
,

was

As for Rome, it's no
wonder that the monuments are
deteriorating;
it's even more
polluted than L. A. ! However,
the splendor of the Vatican and
the Sistine Chapel overshadowed
everything.
,The beautiful and affluent
French Riviera was a nice change
of pace.
The beaches are just
breathtaking but rocky. Making
a
side-trip
to
tiny
and
conglomerated
Monaco, I got
lucky in one of the casinos and
won some quick francs!
Nearing the end of my
trip, I finally reached Paris. A
highlight was observing a real
trial court proceeding at the
Palais de Justice. Witnessing the
differences
between
the
Continental system and ours was
enlightening.
I myself was
almost arrested for trying to take
a picture of the courtroom!
Ironically, returning from
such an exciting adventure has
actually helped me focus on my
next challenge-Jaw school-with
more vigor and interest.

WESTLA W Winner
Congratulations to Mindi
Comunale, third-year law student,
on becoming aWESTLAW
winner! Last April, Mindi entered
the Westlaw "Wittiest WIN"
Search Contest and won! Alllaw
school entrants to the contest
received a WESTLA W t-shirt by
submitting a WIN WESTLA W is
Natural search.
Loyola law student ana
WESTLAW Student Representative
Naine Huygen conducted the
contest with Janet Fishman ,
WESTLAW Senior Academic
Representative for Loyola Law
School. All the entries were
judged by WESTLA W staff, and
the wittiest-search submitted by
Mindi Comunale, won $50.
Mindi's WIN search was about
"pooper scooper" laws.
Have YOU tried WIN the
plain english, Natural Language
search method available only on
WESTLAW?
.
photo: Janet Fishman, WESTLAW
Senior Academic Representative,
presenting Mindi Comunale her
prize.

WESTLAW®

'/
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CCIHIJEJE~ ~ JEERS
. ~ A new feature spotlighting
favorable and unfavorable trends
in the Loyola community and the
world beyond its' doors.

Cheers
To the Day SBA, for
livening up this year's first-year
orientation with a gig by the
alternative music .group "True".
The Loyola community has seen
its share of musical acts in the
past, but this one "truly" was a
success. The band was polished,
musically gifted, and fit into their ,
surroundings and audience very
well. It was a nice touch, and
kept students a lot more
interested in orientation week
_activities than in the past.
Also, special kudos to
Daphne Borromeo, SB~ Speaker
Chair, who did a commendable
job of organizing the various
Loyola student organizations to
participate in orientation-day
activities.
Daphne cheerfully
took on the assignment of
keeping 'in contact with various
groups, both over the phone and
through written updates. This
kind of campus spirit is rare, and
deserves our heartfelt thanks.
On the other hand . . .

Jeers
To the Day SBA, for the
decision to allot each student
group $50.00 to provide a
myriad of dessert items for that
same orientation. Not only was
$50.00 - much too extravagant
when multiplied by the number
of organizations, but the SBA
failed to be specific as to what it
wanted
people to bring.
Although it alluded to finger
foods being a viable alternative
to desserts, when this publication
brought finger sandwiches, it
found itself in the undesirable
position of'. competing with the
SBA, which separately provided
lunch for the students.
In addition, shy firstyears are apparently somewhat
uncomfortable grabbing_goodies
from different tables-- perhaps it
perpetuates the psychological
pressure to sign .up-- because
they simply-weren't. The end
result of this fiasco was the waste
of massive quantities of. food.
We realize this was the first time
this idea has been implemented,
so we'll cut the SBA a little
slack. But hopefully next time
they'll remember to cut off
allowable expenditures at $25.00,
or even less.

Cheers
To the Jewish Law
Students Association, for putting
a creative twist on what was

becoming a tired concept. ILSA
has arranged for the production
of Loyola
Law
School
commemorative watches, which
will soon be available for sale to
the Loyola community. This is a
nice switch from the ordinary,
run-of-the-mill
student
organization T-shirts, even if
they do require a somewhat more
substantive investment.

place in the library, and
especially in regards to the
impressive artwork display which
'has livened up the circulation and
reference areas. Although much
of this was prompted by the,
ABA's upcomirig review of
Loyola's accreditation, it still is
very refeshing in, an era where
economic circumstances have
forced other universities to cut
back on aesthetic considerations.

condemnation by the community in
whose name that act was done, lest
silence be interpreted as approval or
consent.
The issue of vigilantism is not, it
should be noted, one that is properly
confined to the abortion debate.
Our society is awash in violence and
threats by groups to take violent
justice
into their own hands.
Frequently these crimes or threats of
crime are not rebuked by their
sympathizers,
likely out of a
misguided
reluctance
to appear in
Jeers
solidarity with their opponents. We
are implored to sympathize with
To rumormongers in the Bay
Drawing The Line' At
how difficult the police officer's
Area, for playing on panic and
Vigilantism
jobs are when violence occurs at the
hysteria rather
than fact,
By Loyola Law Students For Life
hands of those in uniform. Rappers
dragging the .names of Leonard
who
exhort
the
murder
of
Marsh and the other owners of
As you are no doubt aware,
policemen, "moral guerillas" who
another' abortionist has become the
Snapple Beverages through the
firebomb abortion facilities, and
victim
of violence at the hands of an
mud in the process. The rumors
rioters who practically bum down
abortion opponent. .Last spring Dr.
speculate that the ships seen on
an entire city are, weare told by
David Gunn was murdered
in
each iced , tea bottle are
their apologists, deserving not of
Pensacola,
Florida.
Then, on
wholesale condemnation but our
slaveships, and that the encircled
Thursday, August 19, 1993, Dr.
"understanding of their frustration" .
K on those bottles stands for the
George Tiller of Wichita,' Kansas
Last spring, anti-abortion leaders
Klan.
was the victim of a similar
were slow to condemn the murder
In fact, the image _is a
assassination
attempt.
As
of Dr. Gunn; others took to print to
scene from the Boston Tea Party,
individuals
committed
to the
point out that his death Was just one
an event in history that had
protection
of the unborn,
we
against which we should measure
nothing to do with slavery, but
unequivocally denounce these acts of
the millions killed legally by
barbarism and terror. Although it is
Certainly does have alot to do
abortion.
Both responses were
not clear, as partisans on the other
with tea. And as for that K, it is
grossly inappropriate and it will,
side of the abortion question have
simply the standard marking to
never be known for certain whether
asserted, that these acts evidence an
indicate that a product is kosher.
they influenced the person who shot
organized' nationwide conspiracy,
That Snapple would wish. to
Dr. Tiller. The denunciation by the
their
apparently
increasing
indicate this on their products
pro-life movement of this latest
frequency
does
warrant
an
.should. come as .no surprise,
crime has, in contrast, hi".E'n·quick
investigation of that possibility. We
and unequivocal.
given that Marsh and his cofully support every effort to bring
.
It is admittedly frustrating
founders are all Jewish, and as
such criminals to justice, and any
for
segments
of society that are
such despise everything the KKK__ appropriate legislation designed to
convinced
of
the
justice of their
stands for. Snapple launched an
prevent similar violence, insofar as
cause, and are yet unable to
advertising campaign to -counter
such attempts do not impinge on the
persuade the majority to agree.
the negative effects of this
constitutional
rights of abortion
Nevertheless,
groups pursuing a
opponents to peacefully protest.
publicity, but it shouldn't have
common goal with renegades who
The issue here is not, as
to. This incident proves once
view themselves as above the law
some
have
suggested recently, the
again the precept that "A little
owe a duty to the larger community
pro-life community's opinion as to
knowledge is dangerous" when
to pause in their advocacy and
untempered with a sense of - the moral culpability of physicians
condemn the resort to violenc-e and
who
specialize
in performing
propriety or constraint.
incivility. This is true whether that
abortions, even those like Dr. Tiller
behavior
comes
from abortion
whose sub-specialty is late-term and
Jeers
opponents,
homosexual
rights
third-trimester abortions.
That is
advocates "acting up", or any other
not a relevant topic of discussion
group that threatens "no peace" in
To whoever is responsible for
when addressing
opposition
to
response to a perceived "no justice".
raising the price' of vending
abortion that has crossed the line
As
long as they are not condemned,
machine sodas from $.60 to
from
civil .disobedience
and
violent fanatics and intolerant mobs
$.70. We pay enough to go to
reasoned debate into vigilantism.
across the spectrum are certain to
Any violence committed in the name
this school without facing another
proliferate.
of a social cause demands its
jip as we try to supplement our

study time with an occasional
Coke!
This move would be less
admonishable if it had least been
accomplished during the summer
when no one
here. But no,
they waited until the second week
of school to hoist the rates an
additional
18 %.
- The
administration should, out of
respect to the student body,
require that the vending machine
company agree to no further
price increases if they expect to
continue business
on this
campus.

was

Cheers
To the improvements taking
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Are you thinking about what classes
. you're going to take next semester?
. You need that breadth requirement
filled, that writing requirement
remains a pesky obstacle, and how
about that easy G.P.A. booster to
round out the bunch?
And of
course, you need Trusts & Wills for
the bar.
So, what do you take,
where, with whom, and when?
Some people tell you should take the
best teacher. Others say take the
subjects you're really drawn to.
And then there's that overwhelming
temptation to schedule everything on
Tuesday and Thursday.
There is
nothing wrong with any of those
suggestions.
However, we at The
Reporter figure that when it comes
right down to it, the way professors
grade is just as important as
anything else. We suggest you take
this opportunity to compare and
contrast the grading policies of
Loyola's faculty. Included are all of
the second and third year courses
from last spring, many of which are
very
pertinent
because
these
professors will be teaching them
again iii this spring.

Accounting Concepts
CARTER
-

LOW -- 55:
50's -- 1
. 60's -- 1
70's -- 6.
80's -- 6
90's -- 5

HIGH -- 93

HIGH -- 92

HIGH -- 90

HIGH -- 91

Adv Evidence Seminar
LEONARD
LOW -- 71:
70's -- 2
80's -- 10
90's -- 3

-

HIGH -- 94

Adv Problems Fam. Law
NAYO.
LOW -- 77:
70's -- 2
80's -- 5
90's -- 1

LOW -- 68:
60's -- 1
70's -- 42
80's -- 25
90's -- 5

LOW -- 80:
80's -- 12
90's -- 3

LOW -- 64:
60's -- 3
70's -- 29
80's -- 29
90's -- 5

HIGH -- 95

Anti-Discrimination Law
CALMORE
LOW -- 80:
80's -- 11
90's -- 1

HIGH -- 91

Appellate Decision Making
ALARCON
LOW -- 77:
70's -- 4
80's -- 11
90's -- 1

HIGH -- 92

mN
HIGH -- 95

LOW -- 79:
70's - 1
80's -- 14
90's -- 2

HIGH -- 96

LOW -- 68:
60's -- 1
70's -- 2
80's -- 13
90's -- 2

LOW -- 78:
/ 70's -- 1
80's -- 11
-90's -- 1

mGH -- 90

LOW -- 70:
70's -- 3
80's -- 12
90's -- 5

HIGH -- 94

LOW -- 63 : mGH -- 93
60's - 4
70's -- 40
80's -- 32·
90's - 7 .
Corporations
TATE

HIGH ---94

HIGH -- 91

LOW -65:
60's - 2
70's - 51
80's -- 55
90's -- 2

mGH -- 91

Criminal Procedure
BERES
-

HIGH -- 92

Children & the Law
COSTELLO
LOW -- 67: HIGH -- 90
60's -- 1
70's -- 28
80's -- 24
90's-- 3
Civil Procedure II
ZEBROWSKI
LOW --:55: HIGH -- 90
50's -- 1
60's -- 0
70's -- 5
80's -- 5
90's -- 1

LOW -- 65: mGH -- 93
60's -- 6
70's -- 31
80's -- 52
90's -- 6
Education Law
VERA
LOW -- 78:
70's -- 2
80's -- 12
90's -- 2

HIGH -- 95

Eminent Domain
KANNER
LOW -- 74:
70's -- 4
80's -- 6
90's -- 1

HIGH -- 94

Estate Planning
CURTISS
LOW -- 73: HIGH -- 95
70's -- 8
80's -- 8
90's -- 2
Family Law'
NAYO
LOW -- 67:
60's -- 5
70's -- 42
80's -- 34
90's -- 5 .

HIGH -- 92

Federal Tax 1
SETa
LOW -- 64:
60's -- 3
70's -- 23
80's -- 32
90's -- 6

Corporations
LAZAROFF

Bankruptcy
SCHECHTER

Bio-ethics
MICHEL
LOW -- 75:
70's -- 4
80's -- 7
90's -- 4

LOW -- 68: mGH .; 92
60's -- 1
70's -- 17
80's -- 21
90's -- 1
Computers and the Law
SEDGWICK

Conflicts
FRIEDLER

Bankruptcy

LOW -- 73:
70's -- 9
80's -- 8
90's -- 7

HIGH -- 91

Comparative Law
FRIEDLER

Canon Law
MOODIE

Adv Criminal Law Sem.
LEVENSON
LOW --77:
70's -- 1
80's -- 17
90's -- 1

Entertainment Law
SOBEL

Business Tax Planning
SLISKOVICH

Admiralty Law
GARBESI
. LOW -- 76:
70's -- 1
80's - 1
90's -- 1

Comparative Con Law
KANDEL

LOW --72 : HIGH -- 97
70's -- 12
80's -- 10
90's -- 5

Administrative Law
BYCEL
LOW -- 73:
70's -- 8
80's - 18
90's -- 4

American Legal History Survey
PILLSBURY.

HIGH: 94

Federal Tax 2
APRILL
LOW - 66:
60's -- 1
70's -.;: 7
. 80's -'- 11
90's - 4

HIGH -- 95

Gender & the Law
KUEHL
LOW -- 71:
70's -- 25
80's - 13
90's - 3

HIGH -- 92

Hate Speech Seminar
NOCKLEBY
LOW - 81:
80's -- 14
90's -- 3

HIGH -- 90

Insurance Law
THOMAS
LOW -- 68 : HIGH -- 90
60's -- 1
70's -- 15
80's -- 11
90's -- 1
Int'l Environmental Law
FINDLEY

mGH -- 91

Employment Law
FISK

LOW --74: HIGH -- 95
70's -- 4
80's -- 14
90's -- 4
International Trade
ASIEDU-AKROFI

.LOW -- 71 :- mGH -- 96·
70's -- 23
80's -- 19
90's -- 6

LOW -- 7~:
70's -- 13
80's -- 9
90's -- 4

HIGH -- 97

"

Japanese Law
McDERMOIT
LOW -- 77:
70's -- 4
80's -- 11
90's -- 2

National Security

MANHEIM
HIGH -- 94

HIGH -- 100

HIGH -- 96-

Law

HIGH -- 93

HIGH'-- 94

Law of Politics
WOOCHER
LOW -- 76: HIGH -- 94
70's -- 5
80's -- 7
90's -- 4
, Legal Prob, of the Poor
BLANCO
HIGH -- 92

HIGH -- 88

HIGH -- 86

Mental Disabilities
COSTELLO
LOW -- 73:
70's -- 4
80's -- 11
90's -- 2

LOW. -- 68:
60's -- 4
70's -- 12
80's -- 19
90's -- 1

LOW -- 80:
80's -- 14
90's -- 3

HIGH -- 93

Sec. Trans. Pers. Prop.
HULL

HIGH -- 92

LOW -- 81:
ALL 80's

HIGH -- 88

Trial Advocacy
HULL
.

70's ~- 9
80's -- 15
90's -- 2
Sec. Trans. Real Prop.
MULLER
LOW -- 65:

HIGH -- 86

HIGH -- 92

HIGH -- 92

60's -- 1

HIGH -- 95

5

Trial Advocacy
HOBBS

HIGH -- 96

60's -- 3
70's -- 20
80's -- 10
90's -- 7

LOW -- 75: HIGH -- 93
70's -- 2
80's -- 14 ,
90's -- 2
Trial Advocacy
McNICHOLAS
LOW -- 79:
70's -- 1
80's -- 17

Securities Regulations
TATE

HIGH -- 88

Trial Advocacy

MESHACK

60's -- 0,
70's -- 32
80's -- 38

LOW -- 75:
70's -- 1
80's -- 4
90's -- 1

HIGH -- 90

Prob. in Bmplymt Law

LOW -- 72:
, 70's -- 2
80's -- 9
90's -- 3

HIGH -- 92

79:
1
9
2

HIGH -- 90

LOW -- 70:
70's -- 14
80's -- 13
90's -- '4

HIGH -- 91

LOW -,63:
LOW -- 58:

mGH -- 94
HIGH -- 92

Sports Law
LAZAROFF

LOW -- 68:

HIGH -- 98

- LOW - 66:
60ts -- 5
70's -- 33
80's -- 54
90's -- 4
Remedies

LOW -- 69:
, 60's -- 1
70's -- 10
80's -- 12
90's -- 4

State Constitutional Rights

FRIESEN

State & Local Government
CALMORE
LOW -- 77:

HIGH -- 93

70's -- 2
80's -- 8
90's -- 3
Trademark
McDERMOTT
HIGH -- 95

Sales & Payments
LAWRENCE

Trading Securities & the Market
MAYNARD

LOW -- 67:
60's -- 1
70's -- 22
80's -- 12
90's -- 4

LOW -- 78:
70's -- 4
80's -- 17
90's -- 2

HIGH -- 98

.

LOW -- 71:
70's -- 25
80's -- 16
90's -- 4

HIGH -- 92

Trusts & Wills
ZAVOS

80's -- 9
90's -- 5

LOW -- 73:
70's -- 8
80's -- 5
90's -- 1

1
0
15
3

HIGH..,- 92

70's-- 2

HIGH -- 92

---

KANDEL

LOW -- 74:

HIGH -- 96

60's
70's
80's
90's

HIGH -- 92

Trusts & Wills

60's -- 3
70's -- 40
80's -- 30
90's - 7
Remedies

LOW -- 77 : HIGH -- 89
70's -- 2
80's -- 15
Trial Advocacy
PAZ

LOW -- 67:
60's -- 1
70's •• 9
80's -- 12
90's - 1

Property IT
COSKRAN

HIGH -- 96

NEWMAN

FISK
LOW 70's -80's 90's --

, LOW -- 77:
70's -- 2
80's -- 12
90's -- 3 '

Trial Advocacy
Sentencing
BIENERT

TUNICK

Mediation Advocacy
HOBBS,
LOW -- 78:
70's -- 3
80's -- 15
90's -- 0

LOW -- 55:
50's -- 2

Trial Advocacy
DELGADO

TIERSMA

Legislation
BENSON
LOW -- 81:
ALL 80's

LOW -- 73:
70's -- 8
80's -- 7
90's -- 3

'Sales & Payments
SCOIT

LOW -- 67:

Principles of Antitrust
HOFFER

70's -- 26
80's -- 14
90's - 2

LOW - 55:
50's -- 1
60's -- 0
70's --'12
80's -- 11
90's -- 3

HIGH -- 93

Public Interest &
Social Change
BENSON

Law and Economics
SOBEL
/
LOW -- 75:

LOW -- 79:
70's -- 1
80's -- 4
90's -- 2
Patent Law
SHELDON

Landlord-Tenant
LEE
LOW -- 55:
50's -- 1
60's -- 0
70's -- 16
80's -- 15
90's -- 2

HIGH -- 90

APRILL

Jurisprudence
SOLUM
LOW -- 55:
50's -- 1
60's -- 0
70's -- 8
80's -- 11
90's -- 4

LOW - 80:
80's -- 19
90's -- 1

Partnership Taxation

Jewish Law
BERGMAN
LOW -- 65:
60's -- 1
70's -- 7
80's -- 10
90's -- 2
100's -- 1

,.'

,

HIGH -- 93

LOW -- 55:
50's -- 1
60's -- 3
70's -- 13
80's --17
90's -- 3

HIGH -- 93
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I.JaRaza Positioned For
A Great Year
By Christina Escobedo
This year promises to be
one of the most interesting and
exciting for La Raza. My
enthusiasm stems from watching
this organization grow into a
cohesive and effective alliance of
law students committed to uplifting
the Latino community. As our
organization grows, our
membership becomes more
diverse. This is an asset to La
Raza in that we can learn from one
another, as we in turn educate the
general law school community on
issues that pertain to us as
Latinos/Chicanos.
To start the year off right,
let me just mention a few of La
Raza's sucess stories. First of all,
congratulations to Cristina
Armenta, our Academic Chair, not
only is she Managing Editor on the
Loyola Law Review, she has also
attained a Post-Graduate Judicial
Clerkship with the Honorable
Robert Kelleher of the Central
District. Kudos also to Robert
Oliver and Henry Posada for being
accepted to the Loyola of Los
Angeles Law Review. Cathryn
Law is a member of the National
Team for the Scott Moot Honors
Program. Last, but certainly not
least, congratulations to Nick
Pacheco for becoming Senior
Articles Editor for the International
& Comparative Law Journal.'

La Raza has another
reason for celebration, and
that's because- we have our first
tenure track Latino faculty
,
member. Professor Kurt Lash
is teaching Law and Religion
this semester, and Ethics,
Counseling and Negotiation
next Spring. In addition,
Professor John Martinez is
visiting Loyola from Utah .:
He's teaching both Property and
a Takings Law Seminar this
semester. This is an
, encouraging start towards a
more diversified faculty that
will enventually meet the needs
of the growing Latino
community on campus.
The upcoming year is
going to be great and the only
thing to make it better is your
involvement and commitment.
Here is a preview of some
upcoming events. On August
26, the Latino Arts and Cultural
Festival will exhibit thirteen
Latino artists along with music,
food and drink. On September
2nd, we have scheduled a
Faculty Mixer with BLSA and
APALSA. The celebration of
Mexican Independence Day will
be on September 15th with '
Professor Samuel Paz as our
speaker. We are also planning
Alumni Panels and Mixers with

the Hispanic Alumni
Foundation. And in the Spring,
we hope to sponsor a scholarly
debate regarding the
contorversial topic of
immigration. Even with all
these events scheduled, La
Raza's success is dependent on
its dedicated membership. So
get involved and give something
invaluable back to the Latino
community.

IIJ STRIVES FORWARD
By Shannon Sullivan
In the past fifteen years,
Loyola of Los Angeles International
, and Comparative Law Journal (IU)
has grown tremendously in both
stature and reputation. When llJ
was established in 1978, it
functioned with only nine editors
and twenty staff members, and
published only one issue per year.
Today, in its sixteenth year, llJ
'publishes four issues per Volume
through
the, teamwork
and
dedication of its twenty-one editors
and forty-five staff members.
In step with the increase in
international politics and trade, the
realm of international law has
broadened
tremendously.
Accordingly, international law
journals have become an extremely
influential part of today's legal
society. This is especially true in a
city such as Los Angeles, where
many major law firms conduct
business for international entities
and foreign investors,
Included in the first two
issues of Volume 16 will be a
speech by U.N.' Secretary General
Boutros Boutrous-Ghali on the role
of U.N. peacekeeping forces in
maintaining international peace and
security, a comparative symposium
on the Jewish, Canon and Islamic
-legal traditions, and Professor
Robert Benson's symposium on
Mexico's election law.
Next
semester, as a supplement to its four
issues and in conjunction with The
American University Journal _of
International Law and Policy in
Washington D.C., III is planning to
host a symposium for an in-depth
look at the -Iaw on asylum and

refugee status.
Also this year, llJ is
advancing further into the world of
modern technology by switching to
desk-top publishing. Following the
lead of the Loyola of Los Angeles
Entertainment Law 'Journal, llJ has
upgraded its computer systems and
will completely design and format
issues three and four of Volume 16.

litigation at special student rates.
Additionally, student members will
receive a LATLA directory of trial
lawyers to assist in job networking.
For the 1993-94 school
year, the Loyola student chapter of
LATLA plans to host a variety of
events for our student members.
Some of the events include a trial
lawyers speaker series, alumni
gatherings, a field trip, and social
As staffers on IU, students
get togethers with other law school
not only satisjy their writing
student members. We will also
requirement,
.but they gain
attempt to hold, several fundraising
tremendous skills. in legal research, . drives to establish a grant which will
writing, and using computers. For
assist student members in unpaid
these reasons, employers look for
positions during the summer.
students with journal experience,
To recruit new student
and the resume value of being on a
members, LLATLA held its first
Journal is incomparable. Interested
meeting during the .second week of
students compete to get onto IU by
school.
Loyola students are
writing a paper on a set topic after
encouraged to attend and express
their first year of law school (second . any ideas for the upcoming year.
year for evening students).. Good
Students may also run for any of the
luck, and the editors on llJ look
open positions on the LLATLA
forward to seeing the top writers on
Board of Governors. We hope you
staff next year!
will join us in making the upcoming
year successful and exciting.

A New Group To Form
Campus Chapter
By Camellia Wang and
Scott Merrill
The Loyola of Los Angeles
Trial
Lawyers
Association
(LLATLA),'a student chapter of the
Los Angeles Trial Lawyers
Association (LATLA), is proud to
announce its formation on campus.
We are a new student organization
designed to introduce law students
to the field of trial advocacy.
Throughout the year, we will be

working with LATLA to organize
student member events and bring
speakers onto campus.
LATLA is an association of
prominent trial attorneys in Los
Angeles. By working with LATLA,
the Loyola chapter is committed to
improving the quality of legal
education by encouragingstudents to
explore triru advocacy and by
promoting interaction between
students and the trial lawyer
community iri Los Angeles. Law
students can gain exposure to the
field by attending LLA TLA
sponsored speaker events where
student members can learn first-hand
theexperiences of a litigator. Law
student members of LATLA will
also be able to attend educational
seminars in different areas of

ON

EXHIBITS
CAMPUS

Loyola has an impressive
new sight in the library, and its'
not
the
new
seating
arrangements! "Justice on Trial"
is an·' exhibit of courtroom
sketches drawn by Mary Chaney.
The exhibit displays 39 drawings
which share the drama of the
Rodney King Civil Rights trial.
Since federal trials do not allow
cameras
In
the courtroom,
courtroom
artists
.proved
invaluable.
The sketches now on
display were selected as the most
impressive and dramatic pieces to .
tell the story of the trial.
Professor Laurie Levenson, who
provided the commentary for
each piece, has been an active
commentatOr
in the media
discussing the trial. This exhibit
will be on display until the end
of October.
In addition, Loyola will
be showcasing two other artistic
groupings
this
fall.
"The
Verdict", sponsored by SITE, an
artists' Non-Profit Organization,
will include work from over 38
artists.
This exhibit will be
displayed in the student lounge
from September 10 - October 16.
The opening reception in honor
of this exhibit is on' September
10th from 6 - 9 p.m. in the
student lounge.

"Art

and

the

Law" ,

sponsored
by
WESTLA W
Publishing, will be on display in
the student lounge from October
21 - December
17.'
The
exhibition will feature work from
40 award-winning artists which
deal with the idea of the law and
its relationship to the social and
political issues of the day. A
reception honoring this exhibit
will be held on October 22nd
from 6 - 8 p.m. in the student
lounge.

Ten Things A First
Year Law Student
Should Know About

Dear Sandra

7

"I'm back, and better than evert"

waiting tables at an al fresco cafe, to
name a few. But you didn't. You
just had to go for the big bucks,
didn't you? And you got what you
deserved, hours upon hours in
refrigerated lecture halls, waiting for
professors to employ the Socratic
method and make a fool of you.
And now you will discover that the
effects of your decision will last
even longer than you expected.

Loyola
10. We worship cats here.
9. The Hall of the 80's is
the product of an LSD
flashback.

8. Johnny (graphics)

and
- Stuart (media services)
are not law students!
They are normal people
who unlike us, have
paying jobs.

My advice. Buy a BMWas you mow, they're the ultimate
tanning machines, and you can roll
that top down on that one weekend
you get off as a first year associate.
Your pal,
Sandra

7. For Constitutional
Law,
don't let Edgar sell you
anything other than .
Emmanuel's.

6. "We'll put you to sleep
with our million dollar
dreams!"

5. If in

doubt in the
cafeteria, go with the

nce.
4. No, that's not a Chia
Pet 'growing on
Lawrence's neck.

3. You don't walk across
campus - you undulate.

2:Thc new parking
structure will be up
sometime before the
birth of your grandchildren.

1. Rhonda knows

Justice Rehnquist, dissenting.
Dear Sandra,
I'm sooo excited for you! 1.
was beginning to believe that the
day would never come that we
would have two women on the
Supreme. Court- especially given
the degree of oppression against
women over the course of the last
twelve years.
As a first-year female law
. student, I realize that this is an
historic opportunity
for both
yourself and Justice Ginsburg. How
are the two of you getting along?
I'm sure you will have much to talk
about and plan as you work together
to obliterate society's general bias
against women, particularly in the
legal profession. How I would love
to be a _fly on the wall in. your
chambers.
I

Your pal,

Actually, I think your plan
to search for a buoyant respite in a

sea of legal strife is quite healthy.
Most people forget that we do have
federal district courts in Puerto
Rico, Guam, and the U.S. Virgin
Islands, which are all U.S.
jurisdictions.
Good luck, and
remember, NO FEAR.
Dear Sandra,
I'm in my first year of law
school, and was wondering what
your thoughts-are on 'commercial
outlines and study aids. My books
are just so big, I don't know if I can
read all the material.
I'm
considering buying every study aid
in the bookstore. What should I do?

Sandra
Bewildered and Bemused

Justice.Ginsburg, dissenting:
Dear B & B:

Signed,
Hope Springs Eternal

everything.
Dear Hope,

The Loyola Reporter is
published by students for the
students, faculty and alumni of
Loyola Law School of Los
Angeles. Any opinion
expressed in the Loyola
Reporter is that of the author
and not necessarily the opinion
of the Loyola Reporter, the Day
or Evening Student Bar
Associations, or Loyola Law
School. Any person may
submit photos, articles, opinions
or letters to the editor.
Publication is subject to the
discretion of the editorial board
and is not guaranteed. Photos
and articles submitted become
property of the Loyola Reporter
and will not be returned.
However, we will return all
disks as long as we are
provided with a student! group
mailbox number. Submissions
and inquiries should be
delivered to the information
desk on the second floor of the
Bums building or to the Loyola
Reporter office in the Casassa
building or (213) 736-8117.

necessarily share the same judicial
outlook or, for that matter, that
either will share yours. As I have
stated before, we are not a nation of
men and women alone, but one
teeming with divergent thoughts
knitted together by various traditions .
and carried forth, above all, by
individuals. Upon that basis, we are
governed by one Constitution.
The next time you need to
feel good about being a woman, ,
, don't bother writing to a Supreme
Court justice, Stay home, watch a
bad episode of "Sisters", and get
over it.

What turnip truck did you
just falloff of! About the only
thing I know for a fact that Ruthie .
and I will have in common is in
dodging Justice Thomas while
traversing the halls of the Court.
You seem to equate
intellectual judicial analysis and
discourse with planning a seventhgrade slumber party. My colleague
and I will be taking the issues that
come to us in the upcoming term
and beyond- just as the Supreme
-Court always has- and rule on them
in a manner that we can square with
both our individual consciences and
the United States Constitution.
But we will not be doing
what you seem to assumedeveloping some sort of platform
agenda which together we will
utilize to "kick some male butt."
Nor will we have the time or
inclination to get together to do our
"Buns of Steel" workouts, or share
a .half gallon of· Jamoca Almond
Fudge at lunch hour. I don't plan
on getting together to rent "An
Affair To Remember", and I don't
think she'll be sharing any of her
bizarre sexual fantasies with me.
. History should teach you
greater humility, my dear, than to
believe that because two people are
both women, that they will

I'm afraid I must excuse my
colleague's judgmental mentality.
No one bothered to tell her this was
the Year of the Woman. However,
contrary to the impression given by
Justice O'Connor, I think we are
getting along famously, and while
I'm not a huge Jamoca Almond
Fudge fan, I would be more than
happy to discuss my sexual fantasies
with her over a half gallon of Fudge
Brownie.
Dear Sandra,
Do you know of any federal
courts where I could get a 'postjudicial clerkship near the beach?

Wake up and smell the
coffee! Do you think-that our great
forefathers had commercial outlines
when they drafted the Constitution?
Heck no! They relied on good old
hard work and intellect to draft the
greatest document known to man.
You're not just in schook you're
attempting to enter an exclusive
institution based on painstaking
analysis
of the .legal
and
philosophical issues facing mankind..
You can't get that out of an
"outline". So put your nose to the
grindstone and uphold the honor and
tradition .of the legal profession.
Like my grandpappy used to say,
"Shortcuts are for the shortsighted."

Signed,

Sandra
Ray Ban
Justice Souter, dissenting:
Dear Ray,
Cert denied, dude. I know
your type, and if you're seeking
sympathy because your not getting
your desired dosage of Vitamin E,
don't come running to me! It's time.
to wake up and smell the seaweed!
You need to stop thinking about
Body Glove and start thinking about
bodies of evidence.

I disagree with my colleague. I
found legal aids to be invaluable
during my law school experience.
. It's important to balance life with
law school, and outlines can cut
through a lot of unnecessary
material. Face facts, half the battle
is figuring, out of the black letter
law, and sometimes it can be pretty
grey. Just use your judgment and
the advice of your professors.

No one ever said law school
was conducive to sun worshipping.
You could have considered a
number of outdoorsy-type careers,
including forestry, lifeguarding,
construction
work,
rigging,
professional volleyball, or even

• The Loyola Reporter Editorial
Board welcomes Justice 0' Connor
back to our stable after a year-long
sebatacle.
She values the
opportunity to take judicial notice of
your deepest concerns.

FLEMING'S FUNDAMENTALS OF LAW

Examination Writing Workshop
Be Prepared For Law School and the Baby Bar/Bar Examination
Legal Examination Writing Workshop is
The'designed
to teach the student at the law school

The Writing Workshop will Provide the law school
student and the Baby Bar/Bar Candidate with the
Foundation from which he or she may Achieve
Excellence in law school and on the bar examination.

level how to Analyze, Organize and Write a Superior
Law School Examination.
- The course will clearly Demonstrate these
fundamental Writing Techniques on a Step-by-Step
Basis giving the student both a visual and cognitive
understanding of proper exam format.

Fleming has determined that students
Professor
who are unsuccessful in law school and the Baby
BarlBar Examination generally suffer from
. a lack of Basic Fundamentals in Analysis, Organization and Writing skills. Therefore, he has
designed the Course to Aggressively Address
these Problem Areas.

tis imperative that the student develop Proper
IWriting
Skills during law school to avoid the panic
many students experience when they discover during
Baby Bar/Bar Review that they can't reverse 1~4years
of poor writing habits that went undetected during law
school.

This Practical Course will be the most
Significant two days of Learning in your law
school career. You Can't Afford to Miss It!

WHAT THE WORKSHOP WILL
-

-

Do

~ Provide 12 hours of Intensive Exam Writing Techniques.
~ Teach Exam Approach (including issue spotting techniques,
issue headnotes, factual analysis and proper sentence
structure) .
~ Develop Outline Organization Techniques within the
purview of the Call of the Question (including identification
of major/minor issues and fact to element application).
~ Structure Adversary Arguments within the IRAC Format.
~ Provide a Sentence by Sentence Analysis of six in-class
hypotheticals.
~ Explain the "Do's and Don'ts"

of a successful

exam answer.

~ Provide an extensive 100 Page Writing Workbook. The

Learn

to

You

FOR

Write ...
The
Right
Way!

material is not available
anywhere in published form.
~ Most of all, you are trained to
write Superior Answers.

~ In addition, each student will
have the opportunity to write
Two Exam Hypotheticals. One
answer will be critiqued in class
and one answer will be collected
at the conclusion ofthe second
class session, The answer will be critiqued extensively
through audio cassette and returned to each student. One
blank cassette tape must be provided bv each student:

SCHEDULE OF SEMINARS
SAN DIEGO

. ORANGE COUNTY

- • Saturday, September j 8, 1993 : Noon~6:00 pm
• Sunday, September 19, 1993 : Noon~6:00 pm
• All sessions will be given live at the Hanalei
Diego, Grand Pacific Room.

. • Saturday, October 23, 1993 : Noon~6:00 pm
• Sunday, October 24, 1993 : Noon~6:00 pm

Hotel, 2270 Hotel Circle North, San

BAKERSFIELD

• Saturday, September 25, 1993 : II :00 am~5:00 pm
• Sunday, September 26, 1993 : II :00 am:5:00 pm .
• All sessions to be held at California Pacific School of Law, 1600 Truxton
#110, Bakersfield, Room 3. VIDEO PRESENTATION

• All sessions will be given live at Pacific Christian College, 2500 E. Nutwood Avenue (at
Titan) Fullerton (across from California State University, Fullerton), Room 215. Course
Lecturer for this Session Only: Professor Mara Felger, Attorney at Law, Legal Education
Consultant.

RIVERSIDE
Avenue,

ORANGE COUNTY

• Saturday, October 2, 1993 : 9:00 am- 12:30 pm, I :30~4:00 pm
• Sunday, October 3, 1993 : 9:00 am- 12:30pm, I :30~4:00 pm

• Saturday, November 1-3,1993 : Noon~6:00 pm
• Sunday, November 14, 1993 : Noon~6:00 pm
• All sessions will be held at California Southern School of Law (formerly Citrus Belt),
3775 Elizabeth St., Riverside. Room number will be posted on the 'day of the
seminar. VIDEO PRESENTATION.

*: Endorsed

• All sessions will be given live at Pacific Christian College, 2500 E. Nutwood at
Commonwealth,
Fullerton (across from California State University, Fullerton). Second
Floor, Room 205.
-

MILPITAs/SAN

JOSE

*: No Exceptions

Made

*:

Pt.-RegistratioA Guarantees Space and Workbook:
$150.00Per Person .$.25.00 ~roup\Rate
(group rate available to groups o(5.)vho register together
. at least one w~~k8~ore the desired's~minar)

• Saturday, October 9, 1993 : Noon~6:00 prn
• Sunday, October 10, 1993 : Noon~6:00 pm
• All sessions will be held at the Crown Sterling Suites Hotel, 901 Calaveras
Boulevard, Milpitas, in the Cordoba Room. VIDEO PRESENTATION.

Los ANGELES

R~gisttation at

• Saturday, October 9, 1993 : I :OO~7:00pm
• Sunday, October 10, 1993 : I :OO~7:00pm
• All sessions will be given live at the Ramada Hotel, 6333 Bristol
City, in the Projection Room.
.

by Williston Senate Delta Theta Phi *:

*: No Tape Recording Permitted

/

-"

DO(jf (if SPIKe Avaf!abltfl:

$160.00

;-;

€Durse Av~1ilableby Mail Omer for $1 12:4-0

Parkway, Culver

(indruks tax. shlp.plng

g.~ndtllrg)
~.:::':.

r·_·-·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_._._._._
Course 4cturer:

PROFESSOR

JEFF 'FLEMING

Attorney at Law • Legal Education Consultant
.For the past twelve yea5, Professor Fleming has devoted his legal career towards the development of
legijl preparatory seminars designed solely to aid law Students and BarCaodidates in exam writing
techniques and substantive law.
.
Mr. Fleming's eX()erience includes the U!cturing of Pre-law School Prep Seminars and First, Second
and Third Y.eatlaw School Final Reviews. He is the Organizer and lecturer of the Baby Bar Review
Seminar and the Founder and Lecturer of the Legal Examination WritingWorkshop. Both are seminars
involving irttensive exam writing techniques designed to train the lawstudent to write the superior answer.
He is the Founder and Lecturer of Lon:glShortTerm Bar Review. In addition, Professor Fleming is the
Publisher of the Performance Examination Writing Manual, the Author ofthe FirstYear Essay Examination
Writing Workbook, the Serond Year Essay Examination Writing Book, andthe Third Year Essay
EXamination Writing Book. These are available in Legal Bookstores throughout the United States.
Mr. Fleming has taught as an Assistant Professor of the adjunct facultyat Western State University in
Fullerton and is currently a Professor at the University of West Los Angeles School of law where he has
taught for the past ten years. He maintains a private practice in Orange County, California.

iI REGISTRATION

FORM

(PleaseTypeorPrlnt)

Address: _~
City: _

~

___:;__-..,..;__

Telephone:
Law School:

(

..,

..:._ __

_

•

_":;___

-
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State:

_
_

Zip: __

....;:..".._

_
-'--

. Workshop L.ocation.pate to be Attended:

Semester in Which Currently Enrolled:
~~

__

_

--,,._----~_

! Form of Payment: 0 Check 0 Money Order (MaRe Payahle to: Fleming's Fundamentals of law)
! Mail this Registration Form to: FLEMING'S FUNDAMENTALS OF LAw
!
21661 Criptana, Mission Viejo, California 92692 • 7J4fT7O-7030 • Fax: 7141454-8556
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